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Abstract
Hybrid digital to analog (D-A) precoding is widely used in millimeter wave systems to reduce the
power consumption and implementation complexity incurred by the number of radio frequency (RF)
chains that consume a lot of the transmitted power in this system. In this paper, an optimal number of RF
chains is proposed to achieve the desired energy efficiency (EE). Here, the optimization problem is for-
mulated in terms of fractional programming maximization, resulting in a method with a twofold novelty:
First, the optimal number of RF chains is determined by the proposed bisection algorithm, which results
in optimized number of data streams. Second, the optimal analog precoders/combiners are designed by
eigenvalue decomposition and power iteration algorithm, followed by the digital precoders/combiners
which are designed based on the singular value decomposition to the proposed effective uplink and
downlink channel gains. Furthermore, the proposed D-A systems are designed carefully to attain a
lower complexity than the existing D-A algorithms while achieving reasonable performance. Finally,
the impact of utilizing a different number of quantized bits of resolution on the EE is investigated.
Simulation results show that the proposed algorithms outperform existing algorithms in terms of EE,
spectral efficiency, and computational complexity.
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Energy efficiency (EE), spectral efficiency, power consumption, and computational complexity
are usually of most concern in wireless communication system design. Cooperative and relaying
technologies are combined to reduce system power consumption by allowing different terminals
(mobile users or dedicated relays) assist each other [1]–[3]. Cognitive radio (CR) techniques are
often utilized to improve spectral efficiency that allows secondary users (SUs) to share licensed
frequency bands with primary users (PUs) [4], [5]. It is expected that global mobile data traffic
will reach 49 Exabytes-per-month by 2021 [6], at this rate, even with some benefits offered by
CR, exploring new frequency bands seems to be one of the effective solutions to alleviate the
current scarcity of spectrum resource. Millimeter wave (mm-Wave) technology is deemed as
the preferred candidate [7]–[10] to tackle the scarcity of this resource. Due to the high path-
loss and shadowing effects on mm-Wave signals, conventional multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) transceiver structures are no longer able to obtain sufficient gain for reliable signal
detection. Consequently, enhancing the strength of the received signals requires an increased
number of antennas at the transmitter and receiver sides. Accordingly, massive MIMO transceiver
architecture is envisioned to be deployed as part of the future fifth generation (5G) wireless
communication systems. Unfortunately, such large scale mm-Wave MIMO systems will lead to
high power consumption and hardware costs, with each antenna requiring an individual RF chain
and consuming 70% of the transmitted power [11]–[16]. This traditional fully digital precoding
solution is prohibitively constrained in mm-Wave MIMO systems. A simpler approach is to
employ a single RF chain connected to a large number of antennas as proposed in [17] for
mm-Wave systems. However, this approach will lead to a solution which is less power hungry
than the fully digital precoder, but its spectral efficiency performance is much lower than that of
the prior system [13], [14], [18]. Accordingly, a hybrid D-A precoding system has been studied
to balance the spectral efficiency and improve EE which consists of a low-dimension digital
beamformer and a high-dimension analog beamformer implemented using phase shifters.
A. Literature Review
Sparse precoding based on an orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) algorithm is proposed for
the hybrid D-A mm-Wave system in [18]. OMP consumes significant power and computational
complexity to achieve the required spectral efficiency maximization of the system. To achieve
higher spectral efficiency than OMP, in [14] MO-AltMin algorithm for the hybrid D-A system
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3was designed. They also provided the EE criteria calculations only. The number of RF chains was
investigated in [19], using two new algorithms whereas the hybrid D-A system was designed
based on a conventional OMP algorithm. There are two issues with this approach: firstly, it
is difficult to find the optimal number of RF chains, as it is equivalent to a large number of
antennas. Secondly, the hybrid D-A precoding was not optimized for the selected number of
RF chains. Previously in [14], [18] and [19], neither the number of RF chains was optimized,
nor was the computational complexity of the hybrid D-A precoding considered to be reduced.
Taking into consideration the aforementioned issues, authors in [20] proposed an algorithm based
on the Dinkelbach method (DM) with a limited feasibility to find the optimal number of RF
chains. However, at the initial stage only, the DM employs the fully digital solution to solve
the EE objective function which constrains the active RF chains in the system are equivalent
to the number of antennas. Furthermore, the DM does not guarantee an optimal solution to the
EE fractional programming maximization problem as mentioned in [21]. The complexity of the
current algorithms was reduced by introducing gradient pursuit (GP) approach to design the
hybrid D-A system in [20].
Minimizing the Euclidean distance between a near-optimal hybrid precoder and the fully-
digital precoder can approximately maximize the spectral efficiency of the system. This renders
the design of the hybrid precoder as a matrix factorization problem with a non-convex constant
modulus constraint. Such optimization problems are popular and solved based on the alternating
minimization technique [14], [18]–[20]. However, those non-convex constant modulus constraints
for this optimization problem introduces a high complexity in solving the Euclidean distance
problem. For OMP in [18], [19] when designing the analog precoder, the number of antennas
was iteratively increased and the singular value decomposition (SVD) operation was also applied.
The existing algorithm MO-AltMin [14] used to design the analog part comes from three stages:
conjugate descent, find the local optimum, and the Kronecker product of large-sized matrices.
In contrast to OMP and MO-AltMin algorithms which have high complexity, the GP algorithm
in [20] avoids a matrix inversion per iteration which reduces the complexity of the system
noticeably. However, GP still applies one matrix vector multiplication per iteration via SVD for
designing the analog precoder which significantly increases the complexity of a system when
a large number of antennas are present. For the design of the digital part in [14], [18]–[20],
the pseudo inverse of a matrix dimension was applied, which equals the number of antennas
in the mm-Wave system. This operation not only increases the computational complexity due
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4to a large number of antennas, but also sacrifices performance when the analog beamformer is
made irreversible. Consequently, the computational complexity of hybrid D-A mm-Wave systems
based on the existing algorithms is always high. Hence, it is of paramount importance that the
hybrid D-A mm-Wave system is designed carefully, aiming for high energy efficiency and lower
computational complexity.
B. Methodology and Contributions
As noted above, in the existing hybrid D-A mm-Wave systems, neither the number of RF
chains was optimized to enhance EE, nor was the reduction of the computational complexity
of the hybrid D-A mm-Wave system investigated. Therefore, this paper aims to develop new
algorithms that can assist in the design of energy efficient hybrid D-A mm-Wave systems, in
which the number of RF chains is optimized whilst simultaneously lowering the computational
complexity of the D-A precoders and combiners. Hence, the main contributions of this work
are:
1) Modeling: The optimization problem is formulated as the fractional programming maxi-
mization which divides the optimization problem into two sub-problems:
a) Sub-problem One: This is formulated as a power allocation problem. Bisection algorithm
(BI) is proposed for it’s solution. The optimal number of RF chains is equal to the number
of all the positive and non-zero power allocation values that are calculated via BI. To
activate only the optimal RF chains, in the system, BI uses digital switches to activate
the selected optimal RF chains. The digital switches are associated with the base band
processing block, which is connected to a single RF chain. In this model, the number of
data streams is the same as the number of RF chains. Subsequently, the number of data
streams in the system is also optimized.
b) Sub-problem Two: This problem is focused on maximizing the spectral efficiency of the
system by designing the D-A precoder and combiner matrices with low complexity. The
conventional way in [14], [18]–[20] is to avoid multi-variable joint optimization and
decouple the transmitter and receiver, which adds complexity to the existing algorithms.
In contrast, this paper introduces the concept of effective channel gains to realize the joint
design of the transceiver, and investigate the design hybrid D-A system for low energy
consumption. The analog beamformer is designed under non-convex constant modulus
constraints based on two methods that exploit the potential of gaining the knowledge
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5of the channel. The first method is called the eigenvalue decomposition (EVD), and
is based on calculating the eigenvector that corresponds to the largest eigenvalue [22].
EVD achieves high spectral efficiency but is computationally complex because of the
decomposition operation. The second method is called power iteration (PI) and based on
calculating the eigenvector that corresponds to the largest eigenvalue, which avoids the
decomposition operation. The main advantages of the EVD and PI methods are that both
schemes: i) do not require calculating the gradient of the optimization function as utilized
in existing algorithms [14], [17], [18], [20], which reduces the complexity of the system
significantly; ii) do not require a high number of iterations, as they only calculate the
eigenvector that corresponds to the largest eigenvalue; iii) avoid the use of the Euclidean
distance optimization problem. Thereafter, the digital precoder is designed by proposing
a low dimension matrix that is generated based on he duality of the uplink and downlink
effective channel gains. The optimal digital precoder is obtained by applying SVD to a
low dimensional effective uplink and downlink channel gain matrix.
2) Complexity Reduction: The proposed methods in this paper manage to reduce the computa-
tional complexity of the hybrid D-A system. The design of the analog part based on EVD
only involves the number of antennas without the need for iterative optimization and SVD
operations. Then, the PI algorithm is deployed to determine the highest eigenvalue and
corresponding eigenvector without the need of a decomposition step. Besides, the digital
part does not require a high dimension matrix as a low dimension matrix is proposing based
on the effective uplink and downlink channel gains.
3) Phase Shifters Resolution: Since the power consumption increases with the resolution of the
phase shifters of the analog precoder, a trade-off between the spectral efficiency and power
consumption based on a limited resolution is investigated. This allows us to conclude the
EE of the intended hybrid D-A system when utilizing different numbers of quantized bits.
The simulation results show that the EE of the proposed hybrid D-A precoding algorithms are
superior to these precoders. The simulation result also allows to investigates the effects of utilizing
few quantized bits on the spectral efficiency and EE and shows that the hybrid precoding with
an optimal number of quantized bits of resolution attains the best EE performance. Moreover,
numerical results show that the proposed hybrid D-A has a much lower complexity than the
existing hybrid D-A mm-Wave system algorithms.
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Digital Switches Digital Switches
Figure 1: Block diagram of a transceiver hybrid D-A precoding and combiner mm-Wave system.
Notation: Bold uppercase letter X denotes a matrix and bold lowercase letter x denotes
a vector. The transpose and conjugate transpose of a matrix are denoted by (·)T and (·)H
respectively. The diagonal matrix is denoted as diag[·]. || · ||F denotes Frobenius norm of a
matrix, while || · ||1 and || · ||2 denote the 1-and 2-norm of a vector. arg(x) generates a vector
containing the phases of the entries.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Fig. 1 shows a downlink massive MIMO mm-Wave system for hybrid D-A precoding. The base
station (BS) sends Ns data streams via Nt transmit antennas to the receiver which consists of Nr
receiver antennas and has a similar implementation as the transmitter. Therefore, it is assumed
that there are N tRF and N
r
RF RF chains in the BS to the receiver. Once the set of BS data streams
S (with size Ns) are precoded in the digital (baseband) side by matrix DBB, they are connected
to N tRF RF chains for the up-conversion through digital switches. Hence, the size of the matrix
DBB should be N tRF×Ns. After that, the N tRF signals from each RF chains will be preprocessed
by the analog precoder ARF . Finally, the mm-Wave signals are connected to Nt antennas for
transmission. It is straightforward to see that the size of matrix ARF is Nt×N tRF . After a hybrid
D-A precoding operation is applied, the signals are transmitted through the transmitting antennas
and the receiver. For matrix ARF , this implies that the amplitude of its elements should remain
constant and only the phase information is adjustable, as its corresponding precoding operation is
implemented utilizing an analog phase shifter. Accordingly, the condition (A(w)RFA
(w)
RF )W,W = N
−1
t
should hold for all w, which implies that all non-zero elements of ARF have the same amplitude,
where A(w)RF denotes the w
th column vector of ARF and (.)W,W denotes the W th diagonal element
of a matrix. Furthermore, the digital precoder should satisfy the total transmit power constraint
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Figure 2: Introduction of spherical angles and spherical unit vectors in a Cartesian coordinate system
by normalizing ‖ARFDBB‖2F = Ns. Note that, both DBB and ARF may not be square matrices
as Ns ≤ N tRF and Nt >> N tRF .
A. Channel Model
The mm-Wave channel is portrayed with the popularly utilized and experimentally supported
multipath channel model in which a several propagation paths are associated with a few scatter-
ers [23], [24]. To consolidate this effect, the 3−dimensional (3D) Saleh-Valenzuela geometry-





















where H ∈ CNr×Nt , and L is the number of multipaths [18]. Pnt is the power of the nt-th
transmit (Tx) antenna and is calculated by assuming a single slope exponential power delay
profile as in [25]. The superscript (and subscript) t and r represent the transmitter and receiver
respectively. The 3D channel gain h3Dnr,nt from the nt-th Tx antenna element to the nr-th receive































l ) represent the zenith (azimuth) angles of
departure (AoD) and arrival (AoA), respectively. A local coordinate system is introduced by the
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8x, y, z axes, the spherical angles and the spherical unit vectors as shown in Fig. 2. FRx,nr,Z
and FRx,nr,A are the Rx beam pattern for the zenith (Z) and azimuth (A) polarization. FTx,nt,Z




l , and φ
AA
l are
the initial random phases for zenith (ZZ), cross (ZA,AZ), and azimuth (AA) polarization for
the l-th multipath. According to 3GPP channel model, κl is the cross polarization power ratio
in linear scale for the lth multipath [26]. For each path, the cross polarization power ratios κl is
generated based on log-Normal distribution [26].
The receive antenna array phase offset of the l-th multipath is represented as e(j2piλ
−1(ϕ¯l,nr ·r¯TRx)
where ϕ¯l,nr is the arrival spherical unit vector and r¯Rx is the position vector of the Rx antenna
of the user located at the origin which is yielded by
ϕ¯l,nr = [cosϑl,nr cosϕl,nr , cosϑl,nr sinϕl,nr , sinϑl,nr ], (3)
r¯Rx = [xRx = Nrxux, yRx = hU +Nryuy, zRx = 0], (4)
where ϑl,nr and ϕl,nr are the zenith and azimuth AoA. hU is the height of the user from the
ground. e(j2piλ
−1(φ¯l,nt ·r¯TTx) is the array phase offset for the nt-th Tx antenna and l-th multipath.
φ¯l,nt is the departure spherical unit vector of the l-th multipath and nt-th Tx antenna. r¯Tx is the
position vector of the Tx antenna element relative to the user. φ¯l,nt and r¯Tx are introduced as
φ¯l,nt = [cos θl,nt cosφl,nt , cos θl,nt sinφl,nt , sin θl,nt ], (5)
r¯Tx = [xTx = Ntxux, yTx = hB +Ntyuy, zTx = 0], (6)
where θl,nt and φl,nt are the zenith and azimuth AoD, and hB denotes the height of the BS.
As the uniform planar antenna (UPA) structure [25] is a preferred choice for a 3D channel,
Nt = Ntx ×Nty , and Nr = Nrx ×Nry , where (Ntx , Nrx) and (Nty , Nry) represent the numbers
of antennas in the x-axis and y-axis. The array response in (1) is defined as svb where b ∈ {r , t}






l ) = vec[svbx(Ψ)sv
H
by(Φ)], b ∈ [r , t], (7)






1, ejΩ, · · · , ej(Nbq−1)Ω]T, q ∈ [x, y], (8)
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9where Ω ∈ {Ψ,Φ} and the values of Ψ and Φ are given by
Ψ = −2piλ−1ux sin(θbl ) cos(φbl ), b ∈ [r, t], (9)
Φ = −2piλ−1uy sin(θbl ) sin(φbl ), b ∈ [r, t], (10)
ux and uy are the inter-element distances in the x- and y-axes, respectively.
B. Signal Model













where ρmax represents the average received power. The symbol vector s ∈ CNs with E[ssH ] =
1
Ns
INs . n ∈ CNr is the zero-mean complex Gaussian noise vector with independent and iden-
tically distributed (i.i.d) elements with E[nnH ] = σ2INr . The analog combiner is denoted as
W RF and the digital combiner is represented as W BB. The dimensions of W RF and W BB are
Nr×N rRF and N rRF ×Ns. The analog combiner is realized by phase shifters that can only adjust
the phase of the signal without changing its amplitude, therefore, all the non-zero elements
of W RF have the same amplitude. The objective is to design ARF , DBB, W RF and W BB to
maximize the spectral efficiency C with respect to the optimal number of RF chains that is given
by
arg max
ARF ,DBB ,WRF ,WBB
C = log2
∣∣∣INs + PmaxNsσ2R−1W HBBW HRFHARFDBBDHBBAHRFHHW RFW BB∣∣∣ ,(12a)
subject to |(ARF )i,j| = 1, |(W RF )i,j| = 1, ∀i, j, (12b)
||ARFDBB||2F = Ns, ||W RFW BB||2F = Ns, (12c)
where Pmax represents the maximum allocated power and R−1 = W HBBW
H
RFW RFW BB is the
processed noise covariance matrix. Constraint (12a) directly leads to the maximum spectral
efficiency of the hybrid D-A precoding system. Therefore, the spectral efficiency of the hy-
brid D-A fully-connected antenna array is compared with the fully digital system [14], [18].
Constraint (12b) is the constant modulus constraint, restricting all the non-zero elements to the
same amplitude, whereas (12c) represents the normalized transmit power constraint. The main
challenge in solving the above problem is that it is a non-convex optimization problem since
(12b) is non-convex. Furthermore, the scenario is considered in which the BS transmits signals
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to a single user. Before transmission, the parallel data streams S should be preprocessed by
a digital precoder and an analog precoder, respectively. Correspondingly, the received signals
should also be processed by an analog and a digital combiner respectively whereafter signal
detection and other operations are carried out. As the operation of the receiver is similar to that
of the base station, only the precoding principle of the transmitter is presented here, and the
combining process at the receiver is omitted for brevity.
III. THE PROPOSED STRUCTURE DESIGN OF EE HYBRID D-A MM-WAVE SYSTEMS
As the spectral efficiency is a crucial function for designing the EE of the hybrid D-A mm-
Wave system, maximizing C is one of the main targetz of this paper. Taking into consideration
the difficulties of directly designing the precoders, combiners, and the optimal number of RF
chains, the problems can be partitioned into three sub-problems:
1) Designing the precoders ARF and DBB.
2) Designing the combiners W RF and W BB.
3) Designing the optimal number of RF chains N tRF = N
r
RF .
It can be seen that the first two steps demand designing the precoder matrices ARF and DBB and
the combiner matrices W RF and W BB of the hybrid D-A mm-Wave system. Then the optimal
number of RF chains is computed to the EE hybrid D-A mm-Wave system.
To attain the previous scenario, a platform structure with three Phases is proposed here;
Phase-I At the initial stage, the spectral efficiency C is maximized by designing the precoder
and combiner matrices based on the assumption that all the available RF chains N tRF are activated
in the hybrid D-A mm-Wave system; Phase-II Searching for an optimal number of RF chains
N tRF = N
r
RF in the system by solving the EE fractional programming maximization problem;
Phase-III Re-design the precoders and combiners matrices based on the optimal number of RF
chains N tRF = N
r
RF in the hybrid D-A mm-Wave system.
In the following sections designing the precoder, combiner matrices and the optimal number
of RF chains algorithms are proposed for designing the EE hybrid D-A mm-Wave system.
IV. PRECODERS AND COMBINERS DESIGN FOR HYBRID D-A MM-WAVE LARGE ANTENNA
ARRAY SYSTEM
In this section, the main focus is to design the hybrid D-A precoding and combining methods.
Initially, the analog precoder and combiner ARF and W RF are designed based on EVD and PI
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algorithms and followed by the digital precoder and combiner DBB and W BB that exploit the
duality of the effective uplink and downlink channel gains and satisfy the non-convex constraint
and the total transmit power constraints. The advantages of the proposed algorithms are:
1) There is no requirement for a gradient of an objective function to determine the optimal
analog and digital precoder and combiner. This helps the system to reduce the complexity
in finding the optimal solution for this optimization problem as compared to the existing
algorithms in [14], [17], [18], especially when large number of antennas are involved.
2) Normal optimal spectral efficiency is guaranteed by avoiding the use of Euclidean distance
between the optimal fully digital system and the hybrid D-A system as required in the
conventional algorithms [14], [18].
Let us first look into the design of analog precoders and combiners followed by desiging digital
precoders and combiners.
A. Analog Precoder and Combiner Algorithms
Two algorithms to design the analog precoder and combiner matrices are proposed in this
section. Initially, the EVD method is proposed which achieves high performance as shown
in Section-VII. However, a large number of antennas in the mm-Wave system increases the
computational complexity of the EVD method, which might affect its practical implementation.
Therefore, the modified PI algorithm is proposed which employs lower computational complexity
and achieves near-optimal performance. The design of the analog precoder ARF and combiner
W RF matrices are proposed as follows.
1) EVD scheme: Suppose PT = HHH where PT ∈ CNt×Nt , is a Hermitian diagonalizable
matrix. Here, only need EVD is used to decompose PT and then the eigenvector uNt is selected
that corresponds to the largest eigenvalue. Therefore, PT = U TΛTUHT , where ΛT denotes a di-
agonal matrix with diagonal elements that represent the eigenvalues γNt , and each column of U T
denotes an eigenvector of PT . In this case PT will consist of Nt linear independent eigenvectors
u1,u2, · · · ,uNt where uNt ∈ CNt×1 with corresponding eigenvalues of γ1, γ2, · · · , γNt , such that
PTue = γeue for e = 1, · · · , Nt.
After finding the eigenvectors that are corresponding to the largest eigenvalue, the analog pre-
coder ARF matrix can be designed with N tRF column vectors such that ARF = [a1, a2, · · · , aNtRF ]
where ai ∈ CNt×1 and i is the index of the RF-th chain where i = 1, 2, · · · , N tRF . In this case, the
first column of the analog precoder a1 is designed by the eigenvector corresponding to the largest
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eigenvalue that is selected from the output of EVD method. The element-wise normalization is





After obtaining a1, to design the next analog precoding vector a2, the first column vector of
the matrix P = HHH is replaced by the selected eigenvector that corresponds to the largest
eigenvalue from previous EVD of a1, therefore, EVD method are repeated. Finally, the second
analog vector a2 is designed by using equation (13). Similarly, all the columns of the optimal
analog precoder matrix AoptRF are designed.
For designing the analog combiner matrix W RF = [w1,w2, · · · ,wNrRF ], the same steps are
followed which as for the design of the analog precoder ARF based on EVD. Therefore, suppose
PR = H
H
RHR where PR ∈ CNr×Nr as HR ∈ CNt×Nr , is a Hermitian and the diagonalizable
matrix. Then, decomposing PR by using EVD, then, the eigenvector uNr that corresponds to





In order to design the next analog combiner vector w2, the first column vector of the matrix
PR = H
H
RHR is replaced by the selected eigenvector that corresponds to the largest eigenvalue
from the previous EVD of w1. Then, the second analog vector w2 is designed by using equation
(14). Similarly, all the columns of the optimal analog combiner matrix W optRF are designed.
2) PI algorithm: The PI algorithm 1 is an iterative algorithm. At iteration α, it multiplies the
diagonalized matrix P = HHH where P ∈ CNt×Nt with an iteratively normalized vector vα−1 ∈
CNt×1 obtained in the previous iteration (α−1). P consist of Nt linear independent eigenvectors
u1,u2, · · · ,uNt where uNt ∈ CNt×1 with corresponding eigenvalues of γ1, γ2, · · · , γNt , such that
Pue = γeue for e = 1, · · · , Nt. For the convergence analysis, those eigenvalues are organized
such that |γ1| ≥ |γ2| ≥ · · · ≥ |γNt |, where γ1 is the dominant eigenvalue with a corresponding
eigenvector of u1. At the start of the PI algorithm, the vector v0 is initialized randomly, and
normalised such that ||v0|| = 1 and v0Hu1 6= 0. Then a sequence of vectors is v1,v2, · · · is
produced by continuously multipling by P, yielding
vα = Pv(α−1) = Pαv0, (15)
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where α = 1, 2, · · · is denoted as the number of iterations. Because P is diagonalizable matrix,
thus each vector is a linear combination of the eigenvectors and represented as
v0 = c1u1 + c2u2 + · · ·+ cNtuNt , (16)
where c1 6= 0 is a normalizing constant to avoid ue from getting too large or too small. Then,




































As γe/γ1 < 1 for e = 2, · · · , Nt, it can be inferred that the coefficients of ue with e = 2, · · · , Nt,
converge to zero as α → ∞. Therefore, as α increases the vector Pαv0 tends to converge to
the eigenvector u1. To improve the accuracy of an approximate eigenpair vα, γα, the residual
vector is calculated as
r = Pvα − γα1vα. (18)
This information assists in selecting stopping criterion for PI when
|γα − γα−1| 6 ||r||2, (19)
is met. The main drawback of the PI algorithm is that if the initial random vector v0 is orthogonal
to the eigenvector u1 then this algorithm diverges from the exact solution. In order to in this
paper to avoid this drawback, initially the argument between the initializing vector v0 and the






When v0 and u1 are perpendicular to each other, cos∠(v0,u1) = 0, and a new v0 is initialised.
On the other hand, when cos∠(v0,u1) 6= 0, the algorithm is triggered to determine the largest
eigenvalue with its corresponding eigenvector. The convergence rate of the PI algorithm depends
on the ratio between the eigenvalues |γ2
γ1
|. This may leads the PI to converge slowly when γ2 is
almost as large as γ1 [27]. In the proposed PI this problem is solved by normalizing the vector
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Algorithm 1: Power Iteration based algorithm (PI) for analog precoder design
1: Initialize a starting vector randomly with ||v0|| = 1 and v0Hu1 6= 0;
2: if cos∠(v0,u1) = 0 then
3: go back to the first step;
4: else if cos∠(v0,u1) 6= 0 then
5: go to the next step;
6: end if
7: for α = 1, 2, · · · do
8: α = α + 1;
9: vα = Pv(α−1);
10: µα = ||Pvα−1||2;
11: vα = vα/µα;
12: γα = vα
H
Pvα
13: if |γα − γα−1| 6 ||r||2, then stop
14: end for.
The algorithm 1 is summarized at the top of this page. Now, the same method that is used in
EVD algorithm can be utilized here. Thus the analog precoder ARF matrix can be designed
with N tRF column vectors such that ARF = [a1, a2, · · · , aNtRF ] where ai ∈ CNt×1 and i is the
index of the RF-th chain. In this case, the first column of the analog precoder a1 is designed
by the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue with satisfaction of constant-modulus





After obtaining a1, designing the next analog vector a2 is operated by replacing the the first
column of P with the selected eigenvector that corresponds to the largest eigenvalue from
previous PI of a1. Step 7 till step 14 as mentioned in algorithm 2 are repeated. Finally, the
second analog vector a2 is designed by using equation (22). Hence, all the columns of the
optimal analog matrix AoptRF are designed.
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B. Quantized Analog Precoder and Combiner Matrices
In the previous subsection, the analog precoder and combiner are designed assuming that
the resolution of the phase shifters (PSs) elements to be infinity ∞. However, this assumption
affects the power consumption proportionally, because the number of PSs scales linearly with
the number of antennas in the system [13], [14]. Utilizing low-resolution of PSs can enhance
the EE of the hybrid D-A mm-Wave system. Therefore, the phase ϑ of each elements of the
analog precoder ARF and combiner W RF is quantized up to B bits of precision. The minimum
Euclidean distance is formulated between the phase of the nearest neighbour element to its
quantized value in order to accurately design the quantized phases of precision. The quantized










|ϑ− τ |, (23)
where τ is the set of quantized phases. Finally, the analog precoder and combiner AF optRF (ϑˆ) and
W F
opt
RF (ϑˆ) are designed with quantized phases of each element.
C. Digital Precoder and Combiner Methods
After having accomplished the design of the analog beamformer, the design of the digital
precoder and combiner is now in focus. The design the digital precoder and combiner with low
complexity is based on the duality of the effective uplink and downlink channel gain. In general,
the existing algorithms [14], [18], [20] use the well-known least square (LS) solution, which is










RF (ϑˆ)F opt, (24)
where F opt is the optimal fully digital precoder obtained through the SVD operation of the chan-
nel matrix. The solution in (24) employs pseudo -inversion, which not only increases the compu-
tational complexity, but also sacrifices performance when the analog beamformer is irreversible.
In this case, to propose low complexity and asymptotically optimal digital precoders and com-
biners, the optimal DoptBB and W
opt
BB are designed based on the duality of the effective uplink and






CNrRF×NtRF . For this stage only, the transmitted power constraint is ignored, therefore, there is
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no restriction on DBB and W BB. Based on this assumption, the proposed unconstrained digital
precoder and combiner DBB and W BB are obtained through
DBB = V
EF (1 : Ns) = [v
EF
1 , · · · , vEFNs ], (25)
W BB = U
EF (1 : Ns) = [u
EF
1 , · · · ,uEFNs ], (26)
where V EF and UEF are the unitary matrices that are derived by taking SVD of the effective




. After obtaining the digital precoder and combiner from





, and W optBB =
√
NsWBB
||W FoptHRF (ϑˆ)WBB ||F
. This normalization step guarantees
that the transmitted power constraint ‖ARFDBB‖2F = Ns and ‖W RFW BB‖2F = Ns in (12c) is
satisfied in the system.
V. SEARCHING FOR AN OPTIMAL NUMBER OF RF CHAINS FOR HYBRID D-A PRECODING
AND COMBINING MM-WAVE SYSTEMS
In this section, an approach which aims at the maximization of the EE by applying the dynamic
power allocation in the digital domain is proposed. Generally, in mm-Wave systems, the spectral
efficiency is improved by increasing the number of RF chains which consumes up to 70% of






where Ptotal is the total power consumed in Watts by the transmitter and receiver hybrid D-A
mm-Wave system. Hence, the total power consumed by the transmitter and receiver hybrid D-A
is representing by PTtotal and PRtotal respectively, yielding
PTtotal = β tr(GG
H) +N tRF (PDAC + PRF ) + 2PΦ
+ Nt(PLNA + PSP + PPA +N
t
RFPPS) + PBP , (28)
PRtotal = β tr(WW
H) +N rRF (PADC + PRF ) + 2PΦ
+ Nr(PLNA + PSP + PPA +N
r
RFPPS) + PBP , (29)
where G = ARFDBB and W = W RFW BB, β denotes the reciprocal of the amplifier efficiency.
The power amplifier is modelled as PPA = Pnt/γPA. PDAC and PADC in (28) and (29) are
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the power of the digital-to-analog converter and analog-to-digital converter, respectively. In (28)
and (29) the following parameters PLNA, PSP and PΦ are representing the low noise amplifier
per antenna, the spliter consumed power per antenna, and the common power, respectively [28].
PBP is the base-band processing power, and PPS is the power consumed by the phase shifters
(including the energy for the excitation and for the compensation of insertion loss [29]). γPA
is the average transmitting power of each antenna, and is fixed to 0.375 [13], [30]. In (28) and
(29), PRF is the power consumption of each RF chain and is modelled as
PRF = Pmixer + PLO + Pfilter + PBA, (30)
where Pmixer is the power consumed by the mixer and PLO is the power required by the local
oscillator. From (30), it can be observed that the mm-Wave system also considers the power
consumed by the filter Pfilter and the base-band amplifier PBA which was not included in [13],
[14] and [30] making the power consumption model more accurate and generalized.
A. Problem Formulation
The objective is to maximize (27) when different constraints are applied on the hybrid D-A
mm-Wave system. Notice here that, the main focus of this work is on the transmitter side, which
can be easily applied to the receiver side and helps in simplifying the optimization problem. In













s.t. C ≥ Cmin, tr(GGH) ≤ Pmax,
|(ARF )nt| = 1, ∀nt,
||G||2F = Ns,
1 ≤ N tRF ≤ Nt, (32)
where Cmin is the minimum desired spectral efficiency. The non-convex constant modulus
constraint is subjected to ARF as restricting all the non-zero elements to have the same amplitude
in the analog domain. The total power consumed Ptotal equals the total power consumed in
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the transmitter side PTtotal in (28). The total transmit power constraint and limited number of
RF chains between 1 and the maximum number of antennas are considered respectively in
(32). Undoubtedly, the optimization problem in this paper targets the combination of different
parameters ARF ,DBB, and N tRF simultaneously which renders this problem to be untractable.




RF are the optimal solutions to the above
mentioned problem. Let us first try to optimize the number of RF chains.
B. Optimizing Number of RF Chains via Applying Bisection Algorithm
The architecture in Fig. 1 shows that a digital switches block is added into the transmitter and
receiver side of hybrid D-A mm-Wave system. The main role of these switches is to activate only
the optimal number of RF chains in the system. These switches have to execute an order either
active which means use an RF chain, or open which means no need to use the RF chain. It can
be observed from (12a) that the spectral efficiency of the system is a function of H and G where
G = ARFDBB. Exploiting this feature leads to simplifying the implementation of optimizing
the number of RF chains algorithm by targeting a spectral efficiency that does not require the
precoder and combiner matrices to be implemented regularly [22]. This avoids the re-run of the
hybrid D-A designing algorithms for each possible preferred of active RF chains. Therefore, the
spectral efficiency problem in (31) can be reformulated as a power allocation problem by taking
the SVD of H and G yielding [22]











where λi corresponds to the eigenvector of G and pi denotes the power allocated to the i-th RF







RF (PDAC + PRF ))
+ Nt(PPA +N
t
RFPPS) + PBP . (34)
From (33) and (34) the optimization function in (32) is redesigned to properly choose the
optimized number of RF chains at the transmitter N toptRF as
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RF = arg max
NtRF
C(N tRF , {pi})
Ptotal(N tRF , {pi})
,




1 ≤ N tRF ≤ Nt. (35)
The objective function in (35) denotes the EE that is obtained through finding the optimal number
of RF chains N toptRF . This objective function can be solved by using primal fractional optimization
programming which involves maximization of a ratio of two different functions [21], [31]. (35)
can be transformed using Dinkelbach’s method [21], and the optimal solution for a given ϕ
can be achieved if and only if the function E(ϕ) = 0 which implies ϕ = ϕopt and ϕopt =
arg max C
Ptotal
. The maximization of the ratio C
Ptotal
is mathematically identical to the maximization
of the difference C − ϕPtotal for a specific choice of the parameter ϕ [31]. Thus leveraging the








RF , {pαi })− ϕαPtotal(N t
(α)
RF , {pαi }),




1 ≤ N tRF ≤ Nt. (36)
where C(N t(α)RF , {pαi }) and Ptotal(N t(α)RF , {pαi }) are computed via (33) and (34), respectively, for α =
1, 2, · · · , αmax, where αmax is the number of maximum iterations. The above proposition implies
that if one can find a parameter ϕ such that the optimal value of the objective function in (36) is
zero i.e., E(ϕ) = 0, then this optimal solution can be directly applied to (35). However, from a
mathematical point of view, the function E(ϕ) = 0 is a monotonically decreasing function over
ϕ, in such case solving (36) through Dinkelbach’s method does not guarantee an optimal solution
to (35) [21]. Therefore, BI [32], as demonstrated in Algorithm 2, performs better for this problem
in finding ϕα. The BI algorithm is a simple method for finding the roots of objective functions. In
BI, it is important to decrease the search time of the procedure which is achieved by initializing
ϕα based on lower ϕαmin and upper bounds ϕ
α
max, such that ϕ
α
min ≤ ϕα ≤ ϕαmax. Intuitively, the









, respectively. Algorithm 2
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Algorithm 2: Bisection Algorithm (BI) for selecting the optimal number of RF chains.
1: Initialize ϕmin = 0, ϕmax = CPtotal and small threshold values $ > 0 and γ = 10
−8 ;
2: α = 0,







4: Solve E(N t∗RF , p
∗
i , ϕ
∗) in (36) with the given ϕ, and obtain the corresponding solutions;
5: If E(N t(α)RF , p
(α)
i , ϕ
(α)) ≥ 0 then go to step 6, Else back to step 1;
6: Examine the value of the p(α)i under a condition p
(α)
i > γ,
7: Select the non-zero values which provide the optimal N t∗RF ,
8: ϕαmin = ϕ
α; Else ϕαmax = ϕ
α;
9: If the termination criteria |ϕαmax − ϕαmin| ≤ $, then Stop;
10: Else, α = α + 1, and return to step 3;




i = {pi} optimal solutions;
provides the BI based solution to obtain the optimal number of RF chains N toptRF . The acquired
combination of optimal power values {p∗i } can be represented as a power vector popt. Importantly,
all positive and non-zero power values are found by utilizing BI which equals the optimal number
of RF chains. Essentially, when the power value equals either a negative or zero, then it is set to
zero and the algorithm starts with a new RF chain until the BI finds the optimal number of RF
chains for the hybrid D-A design. After calculating all the power values, the BI sends an active
order to the digital switches to activate those RF chains that corresponds to a positive power
value, or vice-versa sends an open order to open those RF chains that correspond to either
a negative or zero value. Through the observation of the {p∗i } values, a threshold should be
imposed because some values are significantly low, such as 10−8, or 10−9. These values cannot
be considered as active powers because they cannot be detected by the system. Therefore, these
values should be forced to be equal to zero and considered as an open RF chain. This results in a
tolerance value γ condition that is added in the BI in step 6. In this system model, it is assumed
that the number of data streams equals the number of RF chains, therefore, this method can
target the optimal number of data streams as well. Theorem 3 in [33] provides the convergence
properties of BI based algorithm. Based on the analysis in [33], BI converges to the optimal ϕ∗.
Any solution ϕ, which satisfies |ϕmax − ϕmin| ≤ $ for a small $ > 0, can be found within
at most α iterations, where α is the minimum integer such that α ≥ log2( 1$ · CPtotal ). The BI
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algorithm that is used to optimize the number of RF chains at the transmitted side can also be
applied directly to the receiver side.
An, an efficient method to optimally find one of the main parameters that this work targets
to optimize, the number of RF chains, is now completed. The remaining task is to obtain the
precoding D-A design which will be discussed in the next section.
VI. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY OF PROPOSED HYBRID D-A MM-WAVE LARGE
ANTENNA ARRAY SYSTEMS
The complexity of the hybrid D-A mm-Wave system is calculated by taking into account the
number of multiplications and additions involved as shown, in Table-I and Table-II. Since mm-
Wave systems use sophisticated large antenna arrays, the computational complexity is dominated
by the number of antennas. The complexity of the proposed EVD method for designing the
analog precoder consists of two stages: multiplying two-channel matrices and then decomposing
the desired matrix PT . It requires N3t multiplications and Nt(Nr − 1) + Nt(Nt − 1) additions.
The inverse of a matrix for any algorithm is derived with the help of Cholesky decomposition.
Notice that, the number of antennas involved in calculating the computational complexity of
the proposed EVD method has a smaller impact on the system complexity compared to the
MO-AltMin and OMP algorithms as shown, in Table-I. Moreover, the proposed PI algorithm
only requires N2t N
t
RF multiplications and Nt(Nr − 1) + Nt(Nt − 1) additions, with which it
achieves the lowest computational complexity. The number of iterations has a clear impact on
the overall complexity of iterative algorithms. In Table-I, the calculation of the computational
complexity per iteration is listed. The overall computational complexity of each algorithm needs
to be multiplied by the required number of iterations for each algorithm. Suppose that the hybrid
D-A mm-Wave system is designed based on N tRF = Ns = 2, Nt = 144, Nr = 64, and L = 10,
where L is the number multi-path, which yields the following computational complexity for
MO-AltMin, OMP and the proposed methods:
1) In the OMP algorithm, the number of multiplications to complete the first iteration is
119, 439, 360. In general, OMP needs approximately 5 to 10 iterations to converge, resulting
in a minimum number of multiplications of 597, 196, 800.
2) The MO-AltMin algorithm requires 456, 480 number of multiplications to complete the first
iteration. However, it needs 20 iterations to converge which results in a total number of
multiplications of 9, 129, 600 in order to design the analog precoder in the system [14].
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Table I: Computational Complexity of Analog Precoders.
Number of operations per iteration
Algorithm Additions Multiplications
MO-AltMin analog precoding [14] 2Ns(NtN tRF − 1)Nt+NtNs(NtN tRF −
1) + NtN
t
























+N tRF (Nt − 1)LNs NsN tRFN3t L






RF − 1)Ns NsN tRF 2N2t
Proposed analog precoding based
on EVD scheme
Nt(Nr − 1) +Nt(Nt − 1) N3t
Proposed analog precoding based
on PI algorithm
Nt(Nr − 1) +Nt(Nt − 1) N2t N tRF
3) The GP algorithm requires 165, 888 multiplications per iteration and it needs 4 iterations to
converge which results in a total number of multiplications of 663, 552 to design the analog
precoder in the system [20].
4) The proposed EVD method does not require an iterative procedure. In this case, to design
the analog precoder in the system, the number of multiplications is resulting in a minimum
number of multiplications of 2, 985, 984.
5) The proposed PI iterative algorithm needs 41, 472 multiplications to complete the first
iteration. Until PI converges and completes designing the analog precoder, it requires only
4 iterations which makes the total number of multiplications 207, 360.
Undoubtedly, the number of multiplications that is demanded to perform the proposed methods is
significantly lower than that of the OMP, MO-AltMin, and GP algorithms. Note here, that in the
previous calculations the number of multiplications is only considered because the multiplication
operations consume more computations than additions [34].
For designing the digital precoder, the proposed method based on SVD consists of three stages.
Therefore, it requires N tRFNr(Nt− 1) +N tRF (Nr− 1) additions and N tRFNrNt +N t2RFNr +N t3RF
multiplications. It can be noticed that the number of RF chains has a large impact on the
computational complexity of the proposed method. Essentially in the hybrid D-A mm-Wave
systems the number of RF chains is roughly small as compared to the number of antennas, as
result, the attained complexity of the proposed method is lower than that of the LS solution. For
the same numerical example, the number of multiplications that are required in the proposed
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Table II: Computational Complexity of Digital Precoders.
Number of operations per iterations
Algorithm Additions Multiplications
LS solution for digital precoding in
[14], [18], and [20]











Proposed digital precoding based
on SVD





method based on an effective channel is 18, 696 and in the conventional LS solution, it is 83, 520,
respectively.
To summarize, the proposed methods for the analog and digital precoders are preferred over
the existing algorithms, due to their low complexity as shown in the simulation result Section V.













2 . Now, the spectral efficiency is determined by (31), the total
power by (28) and the EE by (27).
VII. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, the EE performance evaluation of the desired hybrid precoding system is
carried out. The algorithms performances are compared with several existing algorithms. The
first existing algorithm is based on beam steering which utilizes a single RF chain as proposed
in [17]. The second algorithm OMP [18], third algorithm MO-AltMin [14] and the fourth system
based on the combination of DM+GP algorithms [20] are also simulated with a fixed and dynamic
number RF chains. The fully digital system is applied as a benchmark in which the number of RF
chains is equal to the number of antennas. The mm-Wave channel as described in Section II is
deployed and the number of multipaths is set to L = 15 [14], [18]. The transmitter antenna array
is assumed to be a UPA with the antenna spacing uq = λ2 . The AoAs and AoDs are generated
independently from the uniform distribution with the mean cluster angle uniformly distributed
over [0, 2pi], while the angle spread is set to 7.5 [14], [18], [26]. Moreover, the minimum spectral
efficiency is fixed as Cmin = 1 bits/s/Hz. Table III provides the practical values of the power
parameters that are used in the simulation results [13], [14], [19] and [30].
Fig. 3 illustrates the effect on the EE of the number of transmit antennas when the SNR is
fixed to 15 dB. In the simulation, the existing hybrid D-A precoding algorithms OMP and MO-
AltMin utilize 6 RF chains. It is observed that the proposed hybrid precoding based on EVD and
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Table III: The power expressions of different precoding systems where used in the simulation results [13], [14],







PDAC = PBP 255 mW
PLNA 39 mW
PSP 19.5 mW
PI attain superior EE as compared to the other known solutions in the literature. Moreover, an
increasing number of transmit antennas linearly decreases the EE of the known solutions but not
for the proposed ones. The combination of the proposed BI solution with the proposed hybrid
precoding algorithms enhance the EE by searching the optimal number of RF chains and then
implementing the optimal D-A precoders in the system. In the fully digital system the number
of transmit antennas is equal to the number of RF chains, therefore, because the number of
antennas increases, the EE performance decreases as the RF chain consumes more power. Due
to the lack of optimizing the number of RF chains, the DM+GP algorithms achieve lower gains
than the proposed algorithms. For both the OMP and MO-AltMin hybrid precoding the EE is
decreasing linearly because the number of RF chains has not been optimized. The simplified
beam steering neither achieves the highest nor the lowest EE because it does not include an
optimization of the number of the transmitter antennas.
Fig. 4 shows the EE variation for different precoding solutions concerning SNR. For the
64× 16 mm-Wave system, it is very clear that the proposed EE hybrid precoding system based
on the proposed algorithms outperforms the existing precoding solutions in [14], [17], [18]
and [20] with an increase in SNR. This is due to the design of the proposed hybrid precoding
being based on finding the optimal number of RF chains and then applying the optimal D-A
precoders. The hybrid precoding based on OMP and MO-AltMin algorithms achieve a reasonable
EE performance because their main focus is to find only the optimal D-A precoders in the
system. Finally, both the fully digital and the beam steering system have the lowest performance
as compared to the hybrid D-A precoding system.
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Figure 3: EE performance versus the number of transmitter antennas for SNR = 15 dB.






















Figure 4: EE performance versus SNR when Nt = 64×Nr = 16, B = ∞.
In Fig. 5 the EE of the different algorithms based on different systems with respect to the
transmission power is displayed for Nt = 64 and Nr = 48, and the number of RF chains is fixed
as N tRF = Ns = 4 for the MO-AltMin [14], and the OMP [18] based hybrid D-A precoding
systems. Since both the proposed algorithms and DM+GP algorithms are based on searching the
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Figure 5: EE performance versus transmission power when Nt = 64 × Nr = 48, with fixed RF chains N tRF =
Ns = 4, B=∞.
optimal number of RF chains in the system, the number of RF chains will be dynamic. When
the transmission power is higher than 8 W, the proposed algorithms are more energy efficient
than the existing algorithms. For transmission up to 8 W, the beam steering algorithm which
only has a single RF chain, has the highest EE, as the gain in spectral efficiency is slowly
increasing with power. However, as the power increases above that value, the beam steering
performance decreases sharply as the spectral efficiency deteriorates with power consumption.
Furthermore, the MO-AltMin and OMP algorithms achieve lower EE than that of those proposed
algorithms, since both algorithms focus on the precoding solutions only, without any efforts to
optimize the total power of the hybrid D-A system which increases the impact of the power costs
on their EE. Moreover, since the OMP algorithm is based on codebook, the analog precoder
performance is limited, which directly affects the gain of spectral efficiency as compared to the
power costs. On the other hand, the proposed algorithms always achieve superior EE, as the
spectral efficiency is close to the fully digital system and the total power is optimized which
balances the EE performance. In general, with growing power consumption all algorithms, display
a linearly decreasing EE since the achievable capacity has a lower EE gain compared to the cost
of increased power consumption.
Fig. 6 plots the spectral efficiency performance for the hybrid D-A mm-Wave system as a
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Figure 6: Spectral efficiency of hybrid D-A mm-Wave systems versus SNR when various algorithms are used and
N tRF = N
r
RF = 2, Nt = 128, Nr = 32, B=∞.
function of SNR when N tRF = N
r
RF = Ns. Since the beam steering in [17] employs a single
RF chain, the spectral efficiency achieved by beam steering is always lower than the spectral
efficiency achieved by the proposed algorithms and the benchmark which is the fully digital
system. OMP [18] is designed to achieve a spectral efficiency very close to the fully digital
system only for a special scenario when N tRF ≥ 2Ns. Therefore, when the case N tRF = N rRF =
Ns is applied, the spectral efficiency performance is not close to the fully digital system. It
is observed that the spectral efficiency obtained by the proposed hybrid precoder based on,
firstly, EVD and LS, secondly, PI and LS methods outperform the OMP and the beam steering
and is slightly higher than the MO-AltMin performance, which is close to the fully digital
system. The reason is that the proposed precoding methods can accurately design the optimal
precoders which maximizes the spectral efficiency of the system and therefore, outperforms the
existing algorithms. For the proposed precoder based on PI and LS methods, the obtained spectral
efficiency performance is the same as for MO-AltMin, which is close to the optimal fully digital
system.
Fig. 7 presents the spectral efficiency and the EE concerning the number of quantized bits of
the resolution of the PSs. Initially, as expected, the spectral efficiency of the finite-bit grows with
resolution. It can be observed that the proposed hybrid precoding based on the EVD-method
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Figure 7: Spectral efficiency and EE versus the number of quantization bits, with Nt = 128, SNR = 0 dB.
















Figure 8: EE-Convergence with iteration number of the proposed BI algorithm.
achieves a similar performance for B = 8 bits as for B=∞. This implies that increasing the
number of bits of precision does not always provide much gain as compared to for few-finite-
bits. This provides insight into the optimal number of quantization bits required for the proposed
hybrid precoding algorithms. From the presented simulation results it can be observed that when
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MO-AltMin with 20 iterations.
OMP with 5 iterations.
GP with 4 iterations.
Proposed  EVD method.
Proposed  PI Algorithm.
Figure 9: Number of multiplications versus the number of selected antennas for Analog precoder complexities.
the quantization B = 4-5 bits, the maximum EE is achieved. This is because the hybrid precoding
at very-low resolution (B = 1-2 bits) suffers from severe lack of spectral efficiency, while at high
resolution (B = 7-8 bits) the power consumption increases linearly.
Fig. 8 shows the convergence behavior of the BI algorithm that searches for the optimal
number of RF chains when SNR = 0 dB. The spectral efficiency achieved is averaged over
10, 000 independent channel generations. It can be observed that BI algorithm converges very
fast and only 4 iterations are required. The reason for fast convergence is that the BI has a very
simple structure and is bounded to find the solutions quickly.
In both Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 the structure of the hybrid D-A mm-Wave system is based on
N tRF = Ns = 2, and Nr = 16. Fig. 9 plots the number of multiplications for designing the
analog precoder for the hybrid D-A mm-Wave system with respect to the number of antennas,
as multiplications have a higher computational consumption than additions. The fully digital
system has a high complexity because the number of RF chains is proportional to the number of
antennas. From the figure, it is observed that the complexity of OMP with 5 iterations increases
exponentially. The complexity of MO-AltMin with 20 iterations is lower than that of OMP
when the number of antennas increases, whereas, the design of the GP algorithm is reducing
the complexity of the aforementioned algorithms. However, the proposed scheme based on EVD
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Proposed method based on SVD.
Least Square (LS) Solution [9]
Least Square (LS) Solution [11]
Figure 10: Number of multiplications versus the number of selected antennas for Digital precoder complexities.
increases slowly with the number of antennas. Ultimately, the analog precoder based on PI attains
the least complex. It is also verified that by increasing the number of antennas, the complexity
of the system increases. Therefore, in the analog precoder that is designed for the hybrid D-A
mm-Wave system, the proposed scheme based on PI algorithm has the lowest complexity of all
algorithms, including MO-AltMin, OMP and GP.
Fig. 10 demonstrates the computational complexity for designing the digital precoder of the
hybrid D-A mm-Wave system as a function of the number of multiplications versus the number of
antennas. It is observed that the complexity of the LS solution grows exponentially because when
calculating the computational complexity of the LS solution the number of antennas involved in
the calculation is doubled, as shown in Table II. On the hand, the complexity of the proposed
scheme is based on the SVD, which increases linearly. It is shown that at a very low number of
antennas (< 22) the proposed scheme has a slightly higher complexity than the LS solution. This
is because the proposed method is designed based on the effective channel HEF as mentioned
in Section-IV.C which involves the number of receiver antennas in the calculation. However, as
the number of receiving antennas kept constant and the number of transmitter antennas increases
(> 22) the computational complexity of the proposed method obtains a much lower complexity
than the LS solution. Therefore, in the digital precoder that is designed for the hybrid D-A
system, the proposed scheme based on SVD and the effective channel has the lowest complexity
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compared to the conventional LS solution.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper an EE hybrid precoding mm-Wave system was designed. The optimization
problem was separately optimized. Firstly, the number of RF chains was optimized in the system
for which the BI algorithm was proposed. This algorithm also optimized the number of data
streams in the system. Secondly, the optimal analog precoder was designed with the help of the
EVD method without the need for finding the gradient of the cost function. To further lower
the complexity of the hybrid precoding, the PI algorithm for designing the analog precoder
was proposed, whereas the digital precoder was designed based on the LS solution. Finally, the
proposed hybrid precoding was based on the limited resolution of phase shifters. Potential EE
gain compared to hybrid precoding with infinite bits of resolution was observed. This showed
that neither does increasing the number of quantized bits of the resolution results in more spectral
efficiency nor do a few-finite-bits (i.e., 1-2 bits) achieve the best EE for the hybrid precoding
systems. Simulation results displayed significant EE performance advantages of the proposed
algorithms over existing systems, such as the fully digital system, the MO-AltMin, OMP and
DM+GP algorithms based on hybrid precoding, and the beam steering system based on a single
RF chain.
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combiners are designed.
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b) “Energy Efficiency Optimization of 5G Radio Frequency Chain Systems”, [7], IEEE Journal
on Selected Areas in Communications, 2016.
c) “Alternating Minimization Algorithms for Hybrid Precoding in Millimeter Wave MIMO
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• The contributions of this work need to be reorganized to make them more concise.
Response: We are grateful to the reviewer for this comment. We have re-organized the contri-
bution part and hopefully it is clear and meets the reviewer’s requirements. The final draft is
as follows:
A. Methodology and Contributions
As noted above, in the existing hybrid D-A mm-Wave systems, neither the number of RF chains
was optimized to enhance EE, nor was the reduction of the computational complexity of the
hybrid D-A mm-Wave system investigated. Therefore, this paper aims to develop new algorithms
that can assist in the design of energy efficient hybrid D-A mm-Wave systems, in which the
number of RF chains is optimized whilst simultaneously lowering the computational complexity
of the D-A precoders and combiners. Hence, the main contributions of this work are:
a) Modeling: The optimization problem is formulated as the fractional programming maximiza-
tion which divides the optimization problem into two sub-problems:
i) Sub-problem One: This is formulated as a power allocation problem. Bisection algorithm
(BI) is proposed for it’s solution. The optimal number of RF chains is equal to the number
of all the positive and non-zero power allocation values that are calculated via BI. To
activate only the optimal RF chains, in the system, BI uses digital switches to activate
the selected optimal RF chains. The digital switches are associated with the base band
processing block, which is connected to a single RF chain. In this model, the number of
data streams is the same as the number of RF chains. Subsequently, the number of data
streams in the system is also optimized.
ii) Sub-problem Two: This problem is focused on maximizing the spectral efficiency of the
system by designing the D-A precoder and combiner matrices with low complexity. The
conventional way in [9], [10], [8], [6] is to avoid multi-variable joint optimization and
decouple the transmitter and receiver, which adds complexity to the existing algorithms.
In contrast, this paper introduces the concept of effective channel gains to realize the joint
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4design of the transceiver, and investigate the design hybrid D-A system for low energy
consumption. The analog beamformer is designed under non-convex constant modulus
constraints based on two methods that exploit the potential of gaining the knowledge
of the channel. The first method is called the eigenvalue decomposition (EVD), and
is based on calculating the eigenvector that corresponds to the largest eigenvalue [11].
EVD achieves high spectral efficiency but is computationally complex because of the
decomposition operation. The second method is called power iteration (PI) and based on
calculating the eigenvector that corresponds to the largest eigenvalue, which avoids the
decomposition operation. The main advantages of the EVD and PI methods are that both
schemes: i) do not require calculating the gradient of the optimization function as utilized
in existing algorithms [9], [8], [12], [6], which reduces the complexity of the system
significantly; ii) do not require a high number of iterations, as they only calculate the
eigenvector that corresponds to the largest eigenvalue; iii) avoid the use of the Euclidean
distance optimization problem. Thereafter, the digital precoder is designed by proposing
a low dimension matrix that is generated based on he duality of the uplink and downlink
effective channel gains. The optimal digital precoder is obtained by applying SVD to a
low dimensional effective uplink and downlink channel gain matrix.
b) Complexity Reduction: The proposed methods in this paper manage to reduce the com-
putational complexity of the hybrid D-A system. The design of the analog part based on
EVD only involves the number of antennas without the need for iterative optimization and
SVD operations. Then, the PI algorithm is deployed to determine the highest eigenvalue and
corresponding eigenvector without the need of a decomposition step. Besides, the digital
part does not require a high dimension matrix as a low dimension matrix is proposing based
on the effective uplink and downlink channel gains.
c) Phase Shifters Resolution: Since the power consumption increases with the resolution of the
phase shifters of the analog precoder, a trade-off between the spectral efficiency and power
consumption based on a limited resolution is investigated. This allows us to conclude the
EE of the intended hybrid D-A system when utilizing different numbers of quantized bits.
• Does the abstract give a clear summary of the results of the paper? No. The novelty of
this paper is not presented clearly in the abstract.
Response: Thanks for your suggestion, we have tried to improve the overall presentation of the
abstract significantly by considering all the editor’s and reviewers’ comments.
Hybrid digital to analog (D-A) precoding is widely used in millimeter wave systems to reduce the
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5power consumption and implementation complexity incurred by the number of radio frequency
(RF) chains that consume a lot of the transmitted power in this system. In this paper, an optimal
number of RF chains is proposed to achieve the desired energy efficiency (EE). Here, the
optimization problem is formulated in terms of fractional programming maximization, resulting
in a method with a twofold novelty: First, the optimal number of RF chains is determined by
the proposed bisection algorithm, which results in optimized number of data streams. Second,
the optimal analog precoders/combiners are designed by eigenvalue decomposition and power
iteration algorithm, followed by the digital precoders/combiners which are designed based on
the singular value decomposition to the proposed effective uplink and downlink channel gains.
Furthermore, the proposed D-A systems are designed carefully to attain a lower complexity
than the existing D-A algorithms while achieving reasonable performance. Finally, the impact of
utilizing a different number of quantized bits of resolution on the EE is investigated. Simulation
results show that the proposed algorithms outperform existing algorithms in terms of EE, spectral
efficiency, and computational complexity.
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